
Trademark Law
Prof. Madison

Today:  Infringement basics

Key concepts from Class 11:

Legal rules and concepts as tools for problem solving.

Mark X for Product (Service) Y.

The Tea Rose / Rectanus doctrine.

Intersections: priority, use, geography, registration

Foreign use and exceptions.
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Imagine TM law as a hypothetical lawsuit.

Plaintiffs must plead, then prove, elements of a claim for 

relief:

1 - Ownership of a valid mark (X for Y; don’t forget: goodwill)

2 - Use of the mark by the defendant(s)

3 - In a way that violates a TM entitlement (passing off, 

appropriation of goodwill, likelihood of confusion, dilution) 

(Elvis)

4 - Harm (?) (TM blends (i) tort / unfair competition law & (ii) 

property-ish concepts)
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Section 32 (registered marks):

(1)Any person who shall, without the consent of the registrant —

(a) use in commerce any reproduction, counterfeit, copy, or colorable 
imitation of a registered mark in connection with the sale, offering for sale, 
distribution, or advertising of any goods or services on or in connection with 
which such use is likely to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to 
deceive; …

Section 43(a) (unregistered marks, unfair competition):

(a) (1)  Any person who, on or in connection with any goods or services, or 
any container for goods, uses in commerce any word, term, name, symbol, or 
device, or any combination thereof, or any false designation of origin, false or 
misleading description of fact, or false or misleading representation of fact, 
which—(A) is likely to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive as 
to the affiliation, connection, or association of such person with another 
person, or as to the origin, sponsorship, or approval of his or her goods, 
services, or commercial activities by another person, …
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Actually confused?  Likely confused?

Who is confused?

Confused how?

Confused as to what?

Confused when?

Did the defendant cause the confusion by using the mark?

Has the confusion caused harm?

To whom?

Is the harm a trademark harm?

Is confusion a proxy for something else?  When we argue about

confusion are we really arguing (instead) about unjust 

enrichment [i.e., free riding], appropriation of goodwill [i.e., lost 

investment], lost sales [i.e., fair or unfair competition], and/or 

actual harm to consumers [deception? increased search costs?] 
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Legal analysis as logic (induction and deduction):  (i) rule (major 

premise); (ii) facts (minor premise); (iii) rule as applied to fact 

(conclusion).

Legal analysis as precedent (this case is / is not this other case).

Legal analysis as storytelling:

• Who is the hero?

• Who is the villain?

• Who are the supporting characters?

• What’s the setting?

• What’s the plot and what are the key “moments” - i.e., 

conflict and resolution? (“Lovers split up”; “a stranger comes 

to town”; “overcoming the monster”; rags to riches,” etc.)

• What’s the MacGuffin? [The mark!]
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Stories come in recognizable patterns.  In analyzing the problem, 
link a legal theory of (confusion) to a pattern.

Plaintiff examples:  “I worked hard and have nothing to show for 
it”; “you stole my hard-earned wealth/status/position”; “you 
broke my nose”; “you stabbed me in the back”

Defendant examples:  “that didn’t happen” or “something else 
happened” or “so what?” or “no harm, no foul”

Great storytellers in popular culture
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Element one of the case for likelihood of confusion:
Plaintiff must allege and prove that the defendant used the 
plaintiff’s mark in commerce. 
Does “use in commerce” mean:
(1) Use in commerce (cf. Section 45);
(2) Use of the mark as a mark (as an indicator of source of 

goods/services);
And/or
(3)  Use of the mark commercially (to offer/sell goods or 
services for money)?
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Plaintiff:  1-800-HOLIDAY (unregistered)
[1-800-4654329]

Defendant: 1-800-4054329]

Court:   Even if the Plaintiff’s phone 
number is a protected mark, Defendant 
did not use that mark in commerce.

Holiday Inns, Inc. v. 800 Reservations, 
Inc. (6th Cir. 1996)

Element one of the case: 
Use of the mark in commerce

Rescuecom Corp. v. Google Inc. (2d Cir. 
2009) is preceded by:
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Has the plaintiff adequately alleged use of the mark in 
commerce? Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. The Pimps (October 
2019)
37. The use by Defendants of the GOODYEAR Marks in 
connection with providing musical entertainment services, on 
props in providing those services, in promoting its services and in 
merchandise that it is selling bearing those marks, are a 
reproduction, counterfeit, copy, and/or colorable imitation of 
Goodyear's federally-registered mark. 



Older law:

• (1) “Unfair competition” (common law) is distinguished from 
(2) “infringement of a [registered] trademark (or trade 
name),” sometimes referred to as infringement of a 
“technical” trademark (a “technical” mark is now known as a 
registered mark)

• “Unfair competition” had 2 basic dimensions:  (1) passing off, 
and (2) misappropriation of goodwill (e.g., International News 
Service v. Associated Press). A plaintiff could prevail on either 
theory.

• A plaintiff with a technical/registered mark could sue for (i) 
trademark infringement (unauthorized use of the mark) and 
(ii) unfair competition, consisting of passing off and/or 
misappropriation of goodwill.  A plaintiff with no registration 
could sue only for unfair competition.

Element two of the case:  Likelihood of confusion.  Here, 
“Passing off” and “appropriation”:  a quick history
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Modern law:
• “Trademark infringement” now encompasses *both* 

infringement of registered marks (Section 32 of the Lanham 
Act) *and* “unfair competition” (Section 43), where “unfair 
competition” under Section 43 includes *both* passing off 
(in several forms) *and* misappropriation of goodwill.  

• A plaintiff with no registration can and often does sue for 
both trademark infringement and unfair competition under 
Section 43. Both claims require showing LoC as to source.

• LoC “factors” now apply to both claims, though historically 
infringement of a technical trademark focused entirely on 
similarity of the mark in competitive good contexts, and LoC 
factor analysis was developed in Section 43 cases.
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/15 Element two of the case:  Likelihood of confusion.  Here, 

“Passing off” and “appropriation”:  a quick history
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Gail Borden, Jr. (1801-1874)

Borden entered the ice cream 
business in the late 1920s.Illustrating an 

older style of 
trademark 
analysis:

Borden Ice Cream 
Co. v. Borden’s 

Condensed Milk 
Co. (7th Cir. 1912)

The “competing goods” 
restriction dooms the 

plaintiff’s claim (though the 
plaintiff almost certainly 

would win the case if it were 
brought today. 

Why?



Illustrating the 
transition to the 

modern approach.

“Yale” for locks and 
keys (senior) 

v. “Yale” for flashlights 
and batteries (junior).  

Plaintiff wins (Yale 
Electric Corp. v. 

Robertson, 2d Cir. 
1928)
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Polaroid Corp. v. Polarad Electronics Corp. 
(2d Cir. 1961)
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Virgin Enterprises Ltd. v. Nawab 
(2d Cir. 2003)
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(2001)

(1999)



Has the plaintiff adequately 
alleged “likelihood of 

confusion”?
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. 

The Pimps (October 2019)
38. Defendants' use of the 
GOODYEAR Marks is likely to 
cause confusion, mistake, 
and/or deception of relevant 
consumers as to the source, 
sponsorship or approval of the 
goods and services provided by 
Defendants in that relevant 
consumers are likely to believe 
that there is a sponsorship, 
approval, licensing, affiliation, 
association or some legitimate 
connection between the goods 
and services being provided 
under the GOODYEAR Marks 

and Goodyear.
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